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Abstract

The bonding and electronic properties of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� (n = 3–16) clusters

have been computationally investigated. An intensive global search for the ground-

state structures of these clusters were conducted using the genetic algorithm

coupled with density functional theory (DFT). The ground-state structures of these

clusters have been identified through the comparison between simulated photoelec-

tron spectra (PES) of the found lowest-energy isomers and the experimentally mea-

sured ones. Doping semiconductor atom (Si or Ge) can significantly change the

structures of the In clusters in most sizes, and the dopant prefers to be surrounded

by In atoms. There are three structural motifs for InnX
� (X = Si, Ge, n = 3–16), and

the transition occurs at sizes n = 5 and 13. All InnSi
� and InnGe

� share the same con-

figurations and similar electronic properties except for n = 8. Among all above stud-

ied clusters, In13
� stands out with the largest vertical detachment energy (VDE),

HOMO–LUMO gap, (Eb) and second order energy difference Δ2E due to its closed

electronic shell of (1S)2(1P)6(1D)10(2S)2(1F)14(2P)6. Similarly, the neutral In12X (X = Si,

Ge) clusters are also identified as superatoms but with electronic configuration of

(1S)2(1P)6(2S)2(1D)10(1F)14(2P)6.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Clusters of the group-IIIA elements aluminum, gallium, and indium have

attracted much attention1–9 due to their free-electron-like but much

complex electronic configurations. For example, measurements of ioniza-

tion potentials of Aln and Inn clusters (6 < n < 80) show their electronic

shell closing effects, but they still significantly deviate from the shell

model.2 Polarizability measurements of Al1–60 clusters also show much

complicated electronic properties for n < 40.3 In order to explore the

electronic properties of these clusters, great effort has been devoted to

investigate their geometric and electronic structures. PES measurements

of Aln
� (n = 2–162)6–8 clusters were first reported showing their elec-

tronic structures. Then, structures of pure and doped Al clusters with

different sizes (Al2–15
0,±1,10 Al13–34

0,±1,11 Al2–40,
12 Al2–65,

13 Al35–70
�,14

Al1–6N,
15 Al2–17Mg,16 AlnPn [n= 2–9],17 Al1–15Pt

18) were predicted theo-

retically. The latest study has determined the ground-state structures of

Al13–75 cluster anions by high-precision PES measurements combined

with DFT calculations.19 The results show that their electronic structures

highly couple with their geometric structures, and that only for size

n = 66 the density of states can be well explained by spherical jellium

model.19 For Ga clusters, there have also been numerous theoretical

works on revealing their structural and electronic properties, includingKai Wang and Lin Miao contributed equally to this work.
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Ga1–6,
20 Ga2–8,

21 Ga1–5Al,
22 Ga1–10Ti

0,±1,23 Ga13M (M = Li, Na, K, and

Rb),24 Ga2–26,
25 Ga13–37

0,±1,26 and Ga20–40.
27 However, so far, there are

only a few studies on the pure and doped In clusters, such as In2–15
0,±1,28

In2–16,
29 In1–13N,

30 In1–10N2,
31 and In1–15P1–15

0,–,32 and most of the con-

firmed structures are merely limited in the range of n = 2–16. Therefore,

we conducted a global search for the ground-state structures of Inn
� and

InnX
� (X = Si, Ge, n = 3–16), and compared the simulated PES of the

found ground-state structures with the reported experimental data,33 fur-

thermore, their electronic properties were investigated.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Obtaining reliable cluster structures is prerequisite for unveiling their

properties. Therefore, global searches for the ground state structures

of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� (n = 3–16) clusters were conducted by

using a homemade genetic algorithm34–36 incorporated with the

quantum chemistry software ORCA37 for energy calculations. The

built-in def2-SVP basis set38,39 and the generalized gradient approxi-

mation (GGA) with the BP8640,41 functional were adopted for DFT

calculations. In order to reach higher accuracy, the def2-TZVP basis

set38,39 was employed to further optimize the top 10–20 candidate

isomers, and then the diffuse def2-TZVP basis set (def2-TZVPD)42

was employed to obtain more accurate energy and simulated PES.

When we conduct the geometry optimization and energy calculations,

the Resolution of the Identity Approximation (RIA)43 was adopted for

a better computing efficiency. From the test of other six functionals in

the Supporting information S1, BP86 is proved to be the most suitable

one for the electronic properties of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� clusters.

The simulated PES of the Lowest-Lying Isomers (LLIs) were gen-

erated according to the generalized Koopmans' theorem44 which were

used as criteria to evaluate the correctness of the found lowest-

energy structures of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� (n = 3–16) by comparing

to the previously measured PES by others.33 The stability of Inn
� and

InnX
� (X = Si, Ge) clusters was evaluated by the binding energy (Eb)

defined by Equations (1) and (2):

Eb Inn
�ð Þ¼ n�1ð ÞE Inð ÞþE In�ð Þ�E Inn

�ð Þ½ �=n ð1Þ

Eb InnX
�ð Þ¼ nE Inð ÞþE X�ð Þ�E InnX

�ð Þ½ �= nþ1ð Þ ð2Þ

where E(Inn
�) and E(InnX

�) are the energies of the anionic Inn
� and

InnX
� clusters, E(In), E(In�), and E(X�) are the energies of an individual

In atom, In anion and X anion, respectively. The second order differ-

ences in energy (Δ2E) of Inn
�, and InnX

� (X = Si, Ge) were calculated

using Equations (3) and (4):

Δ2E Innð Þ¼ E Inn�1ð ÞþE Innþ1ð Þ�2E Innð Þ ð3Þ

Δ2E InnX
�ð Þ¼ E Inn�1X

�ð ÞþE Innþ1X
�ð Þ�2E InnX

�ð Þ ð4Þ

The clusters structures were rendered by using the software

visual molecular dynamics (VMD).45 Bonding properties have been

investigated, including average bond length and Wiberg bond order,

which were extracted using the Multiwfn 3.8 (dev) software46 from

the output of ORCA.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | Structures of the lowest-lying Inn
�, InnSi

�,
and InnGe

� (n = 3–16) clusters

The structures of the found LLIs of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� (n = 3–

16) are displayed in Figure 1. The other three LLIs with slightly higher

energy are shown in Figures S3–S5. Their optimized Cartesian coordi-

nates at the BP86/def2-TZVP level are included in the Supporting

information as well.

The calculations show that all small Inn
� (n = 3–5) clusters have

plane structures. Starting from size 6, the three-dimensional structure

begins to appear. The LLI of In6
� has a triangular prism structure. For

In7
�, the ground state structure can be derived from In6

� by simply

adding an extra In atom to one of the square faces. The calculations

show that the LLI of In8
� adopts a distorted cubic structure showing

C2h symmetry. This structure was previously predicted as the ground

state for Al8
0,±1, Ga8, and In8

0,+1 clusters.10,21,25,28,29 For In9
�, a new

ground-state structure has been obtained by adding one In atom on

top of the In8 cube. Previously, a ground state structure of In9
� was

reported by Shi et al.28 which is identical as the isomer 9D with

0.164 eV higher energy as shown in Figure S3. The LLI of In10
� can be

obtained by adding two In atoms on top of In8
� showing C2v symme-

try. This structure was also previously predicted as the favored one

for the neutral, anionic, and cationic In10 clusters.28,29 For In11
�, its

lowest-lying structure can be regarded as forming by adding one In

atom on the top and two more extra In atoms to the bottom of In8
�.

It has been previously identified as the ground-state structure of the

cationic, neutral, and anionic In11.
28,29 Moreover, neutral Al11

10 and

Ga11
25 also adopt the same configuration as their ground states. By

capping one In atom on the neck of In11
�, it becomes the ground-

state structure of In12
�. The energy of this structure is 0.028 eV lower

than that of the lowest-energy structure previously reported28 (see

the 12B isomer in Figure S3). Our calculation shows that the icosahe-

dral structure is not the favored one for In13
� but with D5h symmetry.

For In14
�, the ground state structure can be derived from In13

� by

simply adding an extra In atom to one of the square faces. Both of the

obtained lowest-lying structures of In13
� and In14

� agree with previ-

ous theoretical predictions.28,29 The LLIs of In15
� and In16

� have dif-

ferent structure pattern, showing prolate shapes. Here, the found

In15
� lowest-lying structure is 0.324 eV lower than the previously

reported ground state28 which is also found in this work as 15C iso-

mer (it is can be seen in Figure S3). The LLI of the In16
� cluster can be

constructed by attaching an In atom on the waist of In15
�, which has

been previously predicted to be the ground state of neutral In16.
29

For Si and Ge atom doped Indium clusters, InnSi
� and InnGe

�

(n = 3–16), they all share the same structures except for n = 8. The

structures of InnSi
� and InnGe

� (n = 3–4) clusters have plane

2 WANG ET AL.



structures. For size n = 5, they adopt quadrangular biconical structure

with the semiconductor atom at the vertex site. The ground state

structure of In6X
� (X = Si, Ge) can be obtained by adding an X atom

to one of the square faces of In6
�. For the ground state structure of

size n = 7, it can be constructed by adding an extra In atom to In6X
�.

For n = 8, the LLI of In8Si
� can be seen as inserting a Si atom inside

the In8 cube, while In8Ge
� adopts a boat-like structure as the struc-

tural motif with the Ge atom exposed on one side. The calculated

energies show that this structure is 0.091 eV lower than that of cubic

structure for In8Ge
�. Both In9Si

� and In9Ge
� adopt the lowest-lying

In8Ge
� as the structural motif with an extra In atom attached on the

neck. For InnSi
� and InnGe

� (n = 10–12), the lowest-lying structures

for can be obtained by sequentially adding an In atom to its predeces-

sor. It is worth noting that both In12Si
� and In12Ge

� adopt the same

D5h symmetric structure as In13
�, indicating the dominance of geo-

metric over the electronic order for this size. This structure was also

predicted as the favored one for clusters In12X and In12X
� (X = Si, Ge,

and Sn) previously.47 For n = 13, the LLIs of In13Si
� and In13Ge

� can

be obtained by having five In atoms capping the five facets of the

In8Si
� and In8Ge

� cubes, respectively. In the size range n = 14–16,

for InnSi
� and InnGe

�, the lowest-energy structure for each cluster

can also be obtained by adding an In atom to its predecessor. It worth

to be noted that the In14Si
� and In14Ge

� can be obtained by replacing

the encapsulated In atom of In15
� with a Si or a Ge atom, respectively.

It reflects the dominance of geometric order in these clusters which is

the same as that happens in the case of In12Si
� and In12Ge

�.

Structually, the Inn
�clusters gradually grow to the D5h symmetric

In13 from n = 3, and the trend changes at size n = 14. For n = 15 and

16, they take completely different prolate type structures. Doping

one Si or Ge atom into an Inn
� cluster can significantly change its

structure, except for sizes 3, 7, 8 and 10. The Si and Ge atoms are

always surrounded by In atoms, and the InnX
� (X = Si, Ge) clusters

evolve into a closed D5h symmetric structure (n = 12) starting from

the structure of In8X as a motif, and then continue to grow gradually

taking In13X as geometric basis.

3.2 | Structural determination

PES has been employed as fingerprints of clusters and molecules struc-

tures.19,48,49 Here, we compare the calculated PES with the experimen-

tal ones33 to assess the correctness of the found lowest-lying structures

in Figure 1 (Figures S6 and S7). All the measured spectra are reproduced

fairly well by the calculated ones, which confirm the authenticities of

predicted structures. It also shows the similarity of all the measured

spectra of InnSi
� and InnGe

� for the same size except for n = 8, which

reflects the likeness of the found structures for n = 3–16.

3.3 | Bonding and electronic properties of Inn
�,

InnSi
�, and InnGe

� (n = 8–16)

Based on the found lowest-energy structures of the Inn
�, InnSi

�, and

InnGe
� (n = 3–16), we further discuss their bonding and electronic

properties by average bond lengths, Wiberg bond orders, VDE,

HOMO–LUMO gaps, binding energies, and the second order differ-

ences in energy. The calculated results are presented in Figures 2 and

3 as well as summarized in Tables S2–S4.

F IGURE 1 Structures of LLIs
of Inn

�, InnSi
�, and InnGe

�

(n = 3–16) clusters. For each
structure, the symmetry is given
on the left. Orange, green, and
blue balls represent indium,
silicon, and germanium atoms,
respectively
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For pure Inn
� clusters, the lengths of In In bonds show a gradu-

ally increasing trend which is consistent with their calculated bond

orders. The average In In bond lengths in In3–8
� are significantly

smaller (�0.1 Å) than that of larger clusters, and a slight even–odd

oscillation appears in the size range of n = 3–12. Doping one Si or Ge

atom will extend the In In bond in average for most sizes with a slight

even–odd oscillation in the range n = 11–16. The bond length of

In X (X = Si, Ge) is generally shorter than that of In In bond. Both of

bond length and bond order of In Si and In Ge are similar except for

n = 8, again it shows the structure differences between In8Si
� and

In8Ge
�. Also it is noticeable that the In In bond lengths are insensi-

tive to the dopant with size increase, however, the length of X In

(X = Si and Ge) bond rather strongly correlates to the size of the dop-

ant. Moreover, with size increase, the bond order of X In (X = Si and

Ge) decreases linearly, which may indicate the existence of a turning

point when the cluster larger than that, the X In bond strength will

not affect the formation of a jingle bell structure.

The VDEs (Figure 3A) of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
� (n = 3–16) show

strong even–odd oscillations. Among Inn
�, In13

� has the largest VDE

which may indicate an electron closed shell formation according to

shell model. The VDEs of all sized InnSi
� and InnGe

� (n = 3–16) are

very close, while, again the large difference between In8Si
� and

In8Ge
� indicates their different structures.

The HOMO–LUMO gaps (Figure 3B) of all sized Inn
�, InnSi

�,

and InnGe
� have the similar structures in the range of n = 3–16,

especially for InnSi
� and InnGe

�, which again indicates the insensi-

tivity of the cluster configuration to the dopant. Moreover, the

HOMO–LUMO gaps of Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe� (n = 3–16) clusters

show prominent even–odd oscillation, which can be attributed to

the alternation of unpaired electron between even and odd sized

clusters.

F IGURE 2 Average bond lengths and Wiberg bond orders of
In In, In Si, and In Ge of the ground-state structures of Inn

�, InnSi
�,

and InnGe
� (n = 3–16) clusters. The black, blue, and red balls

represent the In In bonds in Inn
�, InnSi

�, and InnGe
�, while the blue

and red diamonds represent In–Si and In–Ge bonds, respectively

F IGURE 3 Size-dependent
vertical detachment energy (VDE)
(A), HOMO–LUMO gap (B),
binding energies (Eb) (C), and
second order differences in
energy (Δ2E) (D) of the ground-
state structures of Inn

�, InnSi
�,

and InnGe
� (n = 3–16). The

black, blue, and red balls
represent Inn

�, InnSi
�, and

InnGe
�, respectively
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The binding energies (Figure 3C) of InnSi
� and InnGe

� are signifi-

cantly higher than that of pure Inn
� clusters, signaling their enhanced

stability due to the Si or Ge atom doping. The binding energy of InnSi
�

is very close to that of InnGe
� in all sizes, hinting the similar effects of

Si and Ge atoms doping to Inn
� clusters. Generally, the binding energy

of both Inn
� and InnX

� (X = Si, Ge) gradually increase and then

decrease with a maximum at n = 13 and n = 12, respectively, which is

associated to their perfect D5h symmetry.

As shown in Figure 3D, the second order difference in energy

(Δ2E) of Inn
� also shows even–odd oscillation in size range n = 9–15,

and the relative stability of odd sized clusters is higher than that of

even sized clusters, which is related to the electron pairing. Again, the

maxima of Δ2E of pure Inn
� and InnX

� (X = Si, Ge) appear at n = 13

and n = 12, respectively.

The above results show that InnSi
� and InnGe

� (n = 3–16) share

very similar bonding and electronic properties except for size 8, which

is the consequence of having the same geometric structures, there-

fore, the similar electronic configurations. Significantly, the In13
� clus-

ter not only has a perfect D5h structure, but also has the largest VDE,

Eb and Δ2E of all In3–16
� clusters. Moreover, the In12X

� (X = Si, Ge)

with D5h structure symmetric structure also owns the largest Eb and

Δ2E of all sizes.

3.4 | In13
�, In12Si, and In12Ge as superatoms

As discussed above, the In13
� has the largest VDE, Eb, and Δ2E of all

these pure Inn
� clusters, and In12X

� (X = Si, Ge) has the same struc-

ture as In13
� with one more electron than In13

�, which prompts the

study of In13
�, and neutral In12X (X = Si, Ge) as superatoms.50–52

Therefore, we also examined the electronic structures neutral In12X

(X = Si, Ge). The D5h symmetric structure is still for the lowest energy

isomer of neutral In12Si and In12Ge.

The energy levels and spatial distributions of the occupied molec-

ular orbitals of In13
�, In12Si, and In12Ge clusters are illustrated in Fig-

ures 4 and 5.53–58 These three clusters behave as superatoms.50–52

Interestingly, the electronic configurations of In13
� and In12X are

(1S)2(1P)6(1D)10(2S)2(1F)14(2P)6 and (1S)2(1P)6(2S)2(1D)10(1F)14(2P)6,

F IGURE 4 Energy levels and
superatom orbitals for the In13

�. The
HOMO–LUMO gap is labeled on the
corresponding level

WANG ET AL. 5



respectively. The electronic configuration of In13
� is consistent with

the prediction of the shell model. The calculated HOMO–LUMO gaps

of In12Si and In12Ge are 1.144 and 1.123 eV, respectively, both larger

than that of In13
� (1.040 eV), which suggest higher chemical stability.

Moreover, In12Si and In12Ge have almost identical electronic configu-

rations and spatial distributions of the occupied molecular orbitals,

which again shows the similar doping effects of Si and Ge atoms to

the indium clusters.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The structural evolution and electronic properties of pure Inn
� and

semiconductor atom-doped In clusters, InnSi
� and InnGe

�, were inves-

tigated through DFT calculations at BP86/def2-TZVP//BP86/

def2-TZVPD level. For pure Inn
�, their structures evolve from planar

(In3) to cubic (In8) to perfect D5h symmetrical structure (In13), and then

changes the growth patter from spheroidal to prolate at n = 15. With

one Si or Ge atom doping, the structures of the most sizes of Inn
�

clusters change significantly with three types of motifs. Expect for

n = 8, all of InnSi
� and InnGe

� clusters share very similar bonding and

electronic properties in the size range of n = 3–16 as a consequence

of sharing the same geometric structures and therefore similar elec-

tronic configurations. The calculated average binding energies show

that the dopant (Si or Ge) enhances the stability of Inn
� clusters. In13

�

and In12X
� (X = Si, Ge) adopt highly symmetrical D5h structure and

having the largest Eb and Δ2E in the size range of n = 3–16. The In13
�

and neutral In12X (X = Si, Ge) clusters are identified as superatoms

with electronic configurations of (1S)2(1P)6(1D)10(2S)2(1F)14(2P)6

and (1S)2(1P)6(2S)2(1D)10(1F)14(2P)6, respectively. These two doped

clusters with closed electronic shells and high stability may be suit-

able as building blocks for assembling novel nanomaterials in

future.
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